This paper supplements the "Proposed Standard for a Generic Package of Elementary Functions for Ada," written by the ISO-IEC/JTC1/SC22/WG9 (Ada) Numerics Rapporteur Group . Based on recommendations made jointly by the ACM SIGAda Numerics Working Group and the AdaEurope Numerics Working Group, the proposed elementary functions standard is the first o f several anticipated collateral standards to address the interrelated issues of portability, efficiency , and robustness of numerical software written in Ada . Organized as a series of questions and answers, this supplement outlines the reasoning by which the proposed standard came to acquir e certain features and exclude others .
introductio n
In the four years since the ACM SIGAda Numerics Working Group first began to work with the Ada-Europ e Numerics Working Group on a standard specification for a generic package of elementary functions for Ada, i t has received numerous inquiries about details of that specification from observers of the effort and from potentia l future implementors . Particular questions-especially one about the handling of certain optional parameters-hav e been answered more than once. This paper (a revision of [6] ) has been written not just to provide ready answer s to those questions which, by their demonstrated popularity, we can expect to be asked again ; it tries to anticipate others, and it collects in one place-as a kind of separate appendix to the proposed standard-the sometimes subtl e reasons why certain decisions were reached during the development of the standard . With the latter, we include th e reasons for deciding not to do things in certain obvious ways . This paper also discusses the less readily apparen t implications of some of those decisions for implementors . Lastly, we hope that it will enhance the understandin g of the proposed standard and facilitate its review .
Why is a standard needed, and how did this proposed standard come to be ?
The absence of predefined elementary functions from Ada has been one of the deterrents to the portabilit y of scientific and engineering applications software written in that language . The need for such functions has been widely recognized, as evidenced by the support given to them by compiler vendors in the form of proprietar y packages, as well as by several purveyors of libraries of mathematical software . While this has served the immediate needs of programmers within their own environments, it has done little to solve the broader problem of portabilit y of applications software using the elementary functions . The reason, of course, is the lack of commonality amon g the different packages : they differ in the number of functions implemented, their names, their parameter profiles , the handling of exceptional conditions, and even the use (or avoidance) of genericity .
Instead of including predefined elementary functions in Ada, its authors gave the language the necessar y general features for defining and collecting subprograms together into libraries (e .g ., packages, generics, an d subprogram overloading), and for creating portable and efficient numerical software in particular (e .g ., a model of floating-point arithmetic, and environmental enquiries in the form of attributes), and then left it to experience d numerical analysts to do what they are uniquely qualified to do : apply those features to the task of specifying an d implementing high-quality libraries of mathematical software . Numerical analysts were already engaged in thi s work before Ada itself was standardized . The need for standards was recognized early, with several preliminary
Why does the proposed standard define a generic package ?
The package construct is the obvious mechanism for encapsulating a functionally cohesive set of subprogram s and their related exceptions, global data, etc . The facilities of TEXT_10 are made available through that mechanism , for example . Using a generic package instead of an ordinary package is appropriate, furthermore, when the facilitie s to be encapsulated need to be parameterized by some property of the application in which they are to be used . In view of the rules for parameter associations, the inability to anticipate which floating-point type (or types) th e programmer will choose for the application dictates that the package containing the elementary functions be mad e generic on the type of their formal parameters and returned value .
For that reason the elementary functions package is indeed generic . It is named GENERIC _ELEMENTARY_FUNC°T YONS, and it has one generic formal parameter, which is a generic formal type named FLOAT_TYPE . A n instantiation of the generic package with a generic actual type (which can be any floating-point subtype) produce s a package containing elementary functions that can be invoked with an argument or arguments of that subtype .
Can the generic actual type contain a range constraint ?
Until November 1990, the answer to this question was yes, but at that time the proposed standard wa s changed to make the answer dependent on the implementation . That is, implementations are allowed to impos e a restriction that the generic actual type must not contain a range constraint that reduces the range of allowabl e values ; alternatively, they may permit such range constraints (but then they have an obligation to prevent a range constraint in the generic actual type from interfering with their ability to deliver a value, which constrain s the available implementation strategies somewhat) . So that users will know what to expect from any particula r implementation, such a restriction must be documented if it is imposed.
This issue was debated at the time that the earliest draft of the proposed standard was being formulated . The potential difficulty (for implementors) of allowing a range constraint in the generic actual type was recognized immediately . Since the role of the generic formal type is essentially to parameterize the "working precision" in the generic package, it is tempting for implementors to use the generic formal type, FLOAT_TYPE , as the type mark in the declarations of temporary variables and perhaps even of constants in the body o f GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS . The obvious problem with this straightforward implementation strategy i s that FLOAT_TYPE inherits any range constraint that the corresponding generic actual type happens to contain, and Volume XI, Number i this could well invalidate assignments to temporary variables and initialization of constants in the body-even whe n the argument in a particular function invocation, as well as the final result (if it could only be computed), satisfies the range constraint . The user must accept the responsibility of being able to pass values into and out of an elementary function whose argument and result type are range constrained, of course, since constraint checks are require d by Ada in those contexts and nothing the implementor does in the body can avoid them . So, for example, if th e user instantiates GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS with a type declared as "digits 6 range 3 .0 . . 20 .0, " then there is no hope of asking for the square root of 25 .0 (because the argument will be outside the range o f SQRT's parameter type) or of 4 .0 (because the result will be outside the range of SQRT's result type), and an y attempt to do so must necessarily raise CONSTRAINT_.ERROR . On the other hand, it was universally judged to b e unacceptable for an implementation to raise CONSTRAINT_ERROR when the square root of, say, 16 .0 is requested (with the same range-constrained generic actual type), since both the argument and the result are within the range of the parameter and result types . And yet, there is a good chance that a straightforward implementation-on e that uses variables or constants of type FLOAT_TYPE-will raise CONSTRAINT_ERROR in this case and in other seemingly innocuous cases . l Thus, in agreeing to allow range constraints in the generic actual type, the committe e made it clear in the earliest drafts that such "gratuitous" exceptions must be avoided by implementations . It di d so only after concluding that suitable implementation techniques (that avoided the use of FLOAT_TYPE as a type mark in declarations) were available .
The committee strongly favored allowing range constraints, at first . It felt that users would not accept havin g their freedom to instantiate GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS with any floating-point type taken away . Indeed , earlier versions of this rationale declaimed that the interests of users outweighed those of implementors in settlin g the range constraints issue .
The problems facing implementors who wish to allow range constraints would vanish if there were a way, i n a generic body, of declaring a variable with the precision of a floating-point generic formal parameter but without its range constraints, if any . Declaring a variable to be of type "digits FLOAT_TYPE' BASE' DIGITS" will not suffice, because the expression in a floating accuracy definition is required to be static, and an attribute of a generi c formal parameter is not static . Declaring a variable to be of type " FLOAT_TYPE' BASE " comes to mind also, but this is invalid because the BASE attribute can be used only in a prefix for other attributes .
What implementation strategies are available to implementors who wish to allow range constraints ? One method is to represent each elementary function, at the highest level, by a "shell" that merely "dispatches " to a lower-level function supporting the required precision . The proper lower-level function is determined by querying FLOAT_TYPE' BASE 'DIGITS in a case-statement whose choices test symbolically for membership in th e range of precisions of each of the available predefined floating-point types . Lower-level versions of each of the elementary functions can be provided for each predefined floating-point type by one instantiation of an inne r generic package for each such type . Because the generic actual type used to instantiate this inner generic package is never range constrained, the inner generic package of lower-level functions can use its generic formal parameter for the type of its working variables without fear of violating range constraints . A straightforward and often-used strategy, this method has two drawbacks :
® If the method is to be portable, the inner generic package must be designed to accommodate, in eac h elementary function, the entire range of precisions to be supported . The multiple instantiations of this inner package will then lead, with some Ada compilers, to multiple copies of the code applicable to a given precision, even though only one copy is logically required . Thus, for example, code to perform double-precision computations will be present in the instantiation for a double-precision predefined typ e as well as in the instantiation for a single-precision predefined type, even though the latter will neve r be called upon to perform those computations . Currently implemented optimizations do not, in general , attack this version of the dead-code removal problem .
•
The method suffers from a lack of portability related to variations, from one implementation of Ada t o the next, in the names and number of the available predefined floating-point types . As a supplement to this strategy, a technique of Chebat [4] can be used to extend portability to a fixed set of potentiall y predefined type names chosen by the implementor, even if some names in the set do not actually exis t as predefined types of the Ada implementation ; however, Chebat's technique will not pick up predefine d type names outside the anticipated set . Volume XI, Number 7
A second method, which completely avoids reliance on predefined type names, has a similar case-statemen t in the body of each elementary function, with the choices represented by constants and with each case containing a block-statement that declares working variables of the same precision, given as a constant . In practice, the numbe r of cases can be sharply reduced, as shown by Tang in [25] , by grouping a range of successive precision value s together into each choice, with the breakpoints chosen with representative hardware in mind . (The precision used in the declaration of working variables in each case then becomes the constant representing the upper bound o f the range of precisions of the case's choice . Attention to several details not discussed here is required .) Thi s method, too, has two drawbacks :
• Excess precision may sometimes be used when not required-i .e ., precision may be wasted-in order to keep the cases to a manageable number .
• Expensive compromises are required to fit some of the steps of the typical realization of an elementar y function into the case structure. The approximation step-which is sandwiched between the argument reduction step and the result construction step-fits into the case structure well ; each case not only provides the precision to be used in the declarations of its local working variables, but it also serves a s the locus within which the chosen approximation scheme can be tailored to that precision (for example , by using the appropriate number of terms, with appropriate coefficients, in a polynomial) . On the othe r hand, the dependence of the argument reduction and result construction steps on the precision required is confined to the declarations of the working variables needed in those steps ; the same argument reductio n algorithm or result construction algorithm can be used in each of the cases . To avoid the needles s duplication of code (differing only in the precision of variables), one is motivated to take the argumen t reduction and result construction steps out of all the cases and to place a common argument reductio n step before the case-statement and a common result construction step after the case-statement . The onl y precision that suffices for the variables used in these steps is the maximum available precision . When that precision is more than is required (e .g ., because a case corresponding to a low precision is selected) , this tactic can produce an unfortunate performance degradation, especially in Ada implementations i n which the highest precision available is simulated in software .
The magnitude of the performance penalty induced by the second method, which nevertheless is favore d by some implementors because it is inherently more portable than the first, became apparent only recently , as implementation experience began to build . Aided by a growing suspicion that the desire to instantiat e GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS with a range-constrained generic actual type may not be as realistic as once thought,2 the realization led to a reevaluation of the original decision on range constraints, and to a recommendation from the Ada-Europe Numerics Working Group that the decision be partially reversed by allowin g an implementation to impose a restriction against range constraints if it so wishes . By imposing this restriction , an implementation can use FLOAT_TYPE directly as the type mark for all of its working variables ; the only need for a case-statement is to select an approximation method tailored to the precision required, and the cases wil l furthermore not need to contain block-statements .
A programmer who requires portability to all implementations must avoid instantiating GENERIC_ELEMENTA-RY ._FUNCTIONS with a range-constrained generic actual type . That is an inconvenience, but it is hardly more tha n that. A program designed around a range-constrained application type or subtype named APPLICATION_TYPE , used both to declare variables and to instantiate a generic math package, can be systematically modified to avoi d instantiating GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS with a range-constrained generic actual type as follows : The proposed standard also implies that implementations imposing the restriction must behave predictabl y when the restriction is violated; it says that instantiation of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS with a generic actual type containing a range constraint that reduces the allowable range of values, in violation of th e restriction, must result either in the rejection of the compilation of a unit containing an instantiation o f GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS or in the raising of CONSTRAINT_ERROR or PROGRAM_ERROR during the elaboration of an instantiation of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS . The first two actions are consequences of th e semantics of Ada and are beyond the implementor's ability to influence ; if neither of these occurs first, the implementor can ensure that the last action takes place by coding the following in the statement-sequence of th e body of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS : Finally, since the Ada 9X Requirements Team has already recognized the need for improvements i n the treatment of generics that would eliminate the problems faced by implementors wishing to allow rang e constraints in the generic actual type ( [1] , User Need U4 .4-A), it can be anticipated that there will one da y be no reason to allow implementations to impose a restriction against range constraints ; at that time, th e GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS standard will be revised to revoke the right of an implementation to impos e such a restriction .
What functions are included ?
Nineteen functions and one operator are defined in the elementary functions package . These are SQRT ; the two functions (EXP and LOG) and one operator ("**") of the exponential family ; the four commonly encountered functions (SIN, COS, TAN, and COT) of the trigonometric family ; their inverses (ARCSIN, ARCCOS, ARCTAN, an d ARCCOT) ; the four commonly encountered functions (SINH, COSH, TANH, and COTH) of the hyperbolic family ; and their inverses (ARCSINH, ARCCOSH, ARCTANH, and ARCCOTH) . They were chosen because of their widesprea d utility in scientific and engineering applications . Actually, the trigonometric functions and their inverses are eac h represented by a pair of overloaded functions, with different numbers of parameters ; the same is true of the LOG function . With overloadings included, a total of twenty-eight functions and one operator are defined in th e elementary functions package .
Why were the names X and Y chosen for the formal parameters of the "**" operator ?
Whenever one overloads an operator, one is strongly motivated to retain the existing names of its formal parameters . Had this practice been followed with respect to the overloading of "**" contained i n GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS, the names LEFT and RIGHT would have been retained for its formal parameters . However, bowing to common practice, as well as to the precedent set by other standards (such a s the IEEE standards for floating-point arithmetic), the committee had already chosen the name X for the forma l parameter of the one-place functions, and the names X and Y for those of the two-place versions of ARCTAN and ARCCOT . For uniformity within this package, the names X and Y were therefore also used for the formal parameter s of the "**" operator . The decision to do so was also influenced by the desire to use short names in the accurac y requirements, which in some cases are expressed in terms of the values of the formal parameters .
The overloading of "**" contained in GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS differs in another respect, as well , from the predefined "**" operator (see the question on the behavior of 0 .0**0 .0, below) . Volume XI, Number 7
Are angles measured in radians, degrees, or what ?
Users have a choice of units in which angles are measured, and the overloadings in the trigonometric family and their inverses play a role in the exercise of that choice .
Most often, the desired angular measure is radians ; consequently, it is the easiest to specify . Thus, SIN(X) , for example, yields the sine of X, where X is understood to be measured in radians, and similarly ARCSIN(X) yield s the angle (in radians) whose sine is X . To specify some other angular measure, one would supply a value for CYCL E (which is the second parameter, except in the case of ARCTAN or ARCCOT, where it is the third) . For example, th e sine of X, where now X is understood to be measured in degrees, would be written as SIN(X, 360 .0) ; by the sam e token, the angle (in degrees) whose sine is X is ARCSIN (X, 360 .0) . Other angular measures can be accommodate d by using the appropriate value for CYCLE-e .g ., 6400 .0 for mils, 400 . 0 for grads . From these examples it shoul d be clear that the numerical value of CYCLE has the following interpretation : an angle X numerically equal to th e value of CYCLE represents one complete cycle of revolution (i .e ., one period of the function) . 3 It should also be clear that when the CYCLE parameter is omitted, as in SIN(X), the effect is as if a CYCLE of 27r had been specified .
A similar choice exists with respect to the base of the LOG function . LOG(X) means the natural or Napierian logarithm (i .e., base e) ; for other bases, such as 2 .0 or 10 .0, which are perhaps the most common after e, on e writes LOG(X, 2 .0), LOG(X, 10 .0), etc . The optional parameter is called BASE, and when it is omitted the effec t is as if a BASE of e had been specified . There is no BASE parameter for the EXP function, which is the invers e of LOG, since that functionality can be obtained with the exponentiation operator : the number whose logarithm to the base B is X can be computed as B* 'X .
Why is the optionality of the CYCLE and BASE parameters handled b y subprogram overloading instead of simply using default values for them ?
The preceding discussion suggests that the optionality of the CYCLE and BASE parameters could hav e been handled very simply by defining appropriate default values for these parameters, and yet subprogra m overloading was used instead, which unfortunately adds nine subprogram declarations to the specification o f GENERIC_ELEMENTARY .FUNCTIONS . What is so disadvantageous about the default-value method to warrant thi s increase in the size of the specification of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS ?
The answer is rather subtle, and it required much debate during the development of this proposed standard . The problem is essentially that 2rr and e, being irrational, are not representable exactly in any implementation , so the best that could possibly be done would be to use a default value that is a close approximation to 2rr or e (implicit conversion of 2rr or e, expressed as a numeric literal with an arbitrarily large number of trailing digits, t o the type FLOAT_TYPE is only required to yield a value in the same safe interval as the literal) . The use of such an approximation to 27r in the computation of the trigonometric functions, as if it were the true period, would produc e results with unacceptable accuracy . The error is not like a simple roundoff error but has the nature of a cumulativ e phase shift that increases as the number of periods, or cycles, represented by X increases . For sufficiently larg e X, there will be no correct digits whatsoever in the result.
Better results can be obtained, and this problem ameliorated somewhat, if the implementation uses an interna l representation of 2rr that has more precision than FLOAT_TYPE has . The necessary additional precision may b e obtained from hardware, if it is available ; if not, there are techniques for "simulating" extra precision (see, e .g. , [25] ) . But using extra precision only pushes the "phase shift" problem, wherein all accuracy is lost, farthe r away-i .e ., to larger values of X ; it does not eliminate it entirely . Therefore, the amount of extra precisio n required is related to the range of values of X for which some stated accuracy is to be achieved . Since th e required accuracy and the minimum domain over which it must be achieved are both spelled out in the propose d standard, implementors have the information they need to satisfy the standard's requirements . (Outside the rang e of x for which the trigonometric functions with natural cycle must meet the accuracy requirements, degrade d accuracy-but not other behavior, such as the raising of an exception-is allowed . An implementation mus t 3The usage notes in drafts of the proposed standard preceding Draft 1 .2 showed examples involving a CYCLE of 1 .0, allegedly corresponding to angular measure in barns ("binary angular measure") . It was tardily discovered [11] that this obscure invention is primarily useful in fixed-point implementations, where the primary range of the angle is taken to be [-1, 1) barns, corresponding to [-'7T, 7r) radians , and scaled to make use of all the bits in an integer word-for example, scaled to [-32768,32767 ] . Thus, a full cycle in barns is 2 .0, not 1 .0. Since a CYCLE of 2 .0 does not begin to suggest the real utility of barns, the examples involving barns were omitted in Draft 1 .2 instead of being corrected . Volume XI, Number ; document the accuracy it achieves for extreme values of X, along with the threshold where degradation belo w the required accuracy commences .)
It turns out, in fact, that if the default-value method had been employed for CYCLE in this standard, and an implementation used that value as if it were the true period, then the range of values of X for which the state d accuracy could be achieved would not even extend as far as one complete period away from the origin . Thi s also means that an implementation that calculates SIN(X) by calling SIN(X, P) for some value of P meant to approximate 2r, including a literal with an arbitrarily large number of digits, will fail to meet the specifications .
All of the other standard periods are given by CYCLE values that are representable on all machines . With th e aid of an appropriate "exact-remainder " algorithm, implementations of the explicit-CYCLE forms of the function s will have no difficulty reducing arbitrarily large values of X to the primary interval near the origin without error . (In fact, the exact-remainder function is included in a generic package of floating-point manipulation function s called GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_F'UNCTIONS also being proposed for standardization ; see [18] .) That is why th e explicit-CYCLE forms of the trigonometric functions have no restrictions on the range of values of x for which the stated accuracy requirements must hold .
It might have been reasonable to employ the default-value method for CYCLE and expect implementations t o meet the accuracy requirements over the given range of values for X by recognizing when CYCLE has the defaul t value but not using it (in that case) as if it were the true period-i .e ., by using the default value merely as a signal that a different argument-reduction technique should be used . This was actually considered but ultimatel y abandoned because of the possibility of non-monotonic behavior as CYCLE sweeps through the default value, an d because of potential surprises that could occur should users supply an explicit CYCLE that they believe to be a close approximation to 2rr but that is not identical to the default value . Making CYCLE an enumeration type was also considered, but that, too, was abandoned, largely because it would have limited the available periods to a fixed set ; furthermore, obtaining a numerical value of the period denoted by the enumeration value represent s an unnecessary overhead .
Various other solutions of "the CYCLE problem" were also investigated, such as packaging the trigonometric functions and their inverses in an inner generic package having CYCLE as a generic formal parameter (e .g ., a generic formal object of mode "in") . While these offered some elegant advantages, they also had unacceptabl e disadvantages .
The inverses of the trigonometric functions do not exhibit the "phase shift" phenomenon with respect t o errors in their periods . For them, it is sufficient to compute the result as (for example) a fraction of a period an d then scale that by multiplying by CYCLE . The default-value method for handling the optionality of CYCLE woul d have posed no problems, but subprogram overloading was preferred simply for reasons of uniformity . The sam e reasoning applies to BASE, in the case of LOG .
What purposes do the accuracy requirements serve, and how were the y determined ?
One of the significant advances represented by this proposal is its inclusion of accuracy requirements fo r implementations of the elementary functions . Not usually considered in formal specifications of mathematica l software, accuracy requirements are made possible largely by the model (adapted from Brown [3] ) of real arithmeti c incorporated into Ada, and the form they take is influenced by the availability of attributes that characteriz e properties of Ada implementations relative to that model . Because the accuracy requirements will have an effec t on what implementors can do, they will translate into some assurance of quality for the user; in addition, they wil l permit users to carry out error analyses of programs containing references to the elementary functions .
Two kinds of accuracy requirements-maximum-relative-error bounds and "prescribed results"-are included . All of the functions have maximum-relative-error bounds that limit the relative error in the computed result, ove r the whole range of valid arguments (or, in some cases, over a stated portion of the range) . In addition, the require d results at certain key argument values are prescribed more precisely for some of the functions .
The maximum-relative-error bounds were determined by numerical analysts having broad knowledge o f algorithms and implementation techniques for the elementary functions . They are, of course, tailored to th e specific properties of each function . They are considered to be realistic and to give implementors some leewa y for creativity and individualism in regard to the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency . While they do rule out naive implementations, they have proven to be conservative in the sense that it is not especially difficult for a knowledgeable implementor to produce implementations exceeding the accu racy requirements .
The maximum-relative-error bounds are based on the implemented precision of the generic actual parameter associated with FLOAT_TYPE rather than on its declared precision . This is reflected in the use o f FLOAT_TYPE' BASE' EPSILON, rather than FLOAT_TYPE' EPSILON, in the formulas for maximum relative error. Effectively, those formulas constrain the computed result to lie within an appropriate number of safe intervals o f the mathematical result, just as Ada does for the predefined arithmetic operators, which is what motivated th e use of the BASE attribute in these formulas . In practice, it means that the approximation technique employed b y the implementation must be appropriate for the precision of the base type of FLOAT_TYPE rather than just that o f FLOAT_TYPE itself-i .e ., it must be capable of exploiting all the precision inherent in the underlying base type .
Error analyses of programs containing the elementary functions, using the maximum-relative-error bound s as given in the specifications of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS, are qualitatively portable in the sense tha t their form does not change from one Ada implementation to another . They are not quantitatively portable , however, since the numerical size of the maximum-relative-error bounds depends on the Ada implementation' s mapping between user-declared floating-point subtypes and the predefined floating-point types . Nevertheless, a quantitatively portable error analysis can also be carried out merely by substituting FLOAT_TYPE' EPSILON for FLOAT_TYPE' BASE' EPSILON wherever it arises in the analysis . The choice is equivalent to carrying out the erro r analysis either at the level of safe numbers or at the level of model numbers ; both are qualitatively portable , but only the latter is quantitatively portable . Ada gives analysts that choice when they can "see" all the way down to the level of the basic operations and predefined operators in their Ada programs ; the proposed standard for the elementary functions preserves that choice-without requiring one to look inside implementations of th e elementary functions-by constraining and describing their behavior at the level of safe numbers (from whic h their behavior at the level of model numbers can be trivially inferred) .
A considerable amount of debate was necessary to reach consensus on this form of the maximum-relativeerror bounds . Some of the contributors to this proposal felt, and still feel, that an implementation should b e permitted to use coarser and coarser approximation methods as the precision of FLOAT_TYPE decreases (e .g . , in different instantiations), even when the precision of its base type remains the same . For example, a graphic s application might well not need 6-digit accuracy in the elementary functions when the user's generic actual subtyp e is declared as "digits 2", and the user might not be willing to pay for the unneeded accuracy in the form o f additional iterations through some loop, or additional terms in an approximating polynomial, inside the body of a n elementary function . A majority of the contributors felt that it was better to require software to get the most ou t of the hardware it is given to work with, at least for standard-conforming implementations, reasoning that specia l requirements can always be met by additional implementations not conforming to the standard .
There was also a question as to whether the use of the BASE attribute in the accuracy requirements adequatel y reflects the implemented precision of the user's generic actual subtype (for example, in the case of a reducedaccuracy subtype, perhaps combined with the influence of representation clauses) . Ada Commentary AI-00407 [14] implies that the implemented precision of a reduced-accuracy subtype, as it affects the storage of variable s of the subtype as well as parameter associations and function returns involving the subtype, may be less than th e precision of the subtype's base type . Because that decision has profoundly undesirable consequences (including th e obfuscation of the concept of " representation of a type" ; the loss of the ability to specify and analyze the behavio r of composite operations, represented by functions, using the same abstractions--including safe intervals-as ar e applicable to the basic and predefined operations ; and the rendering of certain classes of attributes nearly useless) , and because it appears to conflict with other requirements or implications of the language [27] , some observer s feel that it is ill advised . Accordingly, Ada Commentary AI-00571, which calls for the reevaluation of AI-00407 , was submitted in July of 1988 . WG9 returned AI-00407 to the Ada Rapporteur Group for reconsideration ur Jun e of 1989, and the ARG completed its reconsideration four months later by approving AI-00571 (thereby rescindin g AI-00407) . Thus, it is now known that the accuracy laboriously achieved in the body of an elementary functio n will not be thrown away at the retur n, even when the generic actual subtype is a reduced-accuracy subtype .
"Prescribed results" are used in some cases to constrain the computed result even more than the maximumrelative-error bounds constrain it . For example, EXP(0 .0) is prescribed to yield exactly 1 .0 . The prescribe d results reflect behavior that is both highly desirable from a numerical point of view and easy to achieve . In mos t cases, sensible algorithms will achieve the required behavior without extra effort ; when necessary, it can alway s be achieved with a test for the special argument values . Volume XI, Number Some of the prescribed results appear to require the function to deliver a value that cannot be computed exactly ; for example, one of the prescribed results reads "ARCSIN(1 .0) = sr/2" . What does this mean? The proposed standard says that a prescribed result that is a safe number must be delivered exactly ; in the case of one that is not, such as this one, the implementation may deliver any value in the surrounding safe interval . Th e required behavior can be achieved without difficulty, even in portable implementations .
Consideration was given to allowing the trigonometric functions with natural cycle to raise ARGUMENT_ERRO R for sufficiently large X, where it is impractical to avoid accuracy degradation . However, this would hav e weakened the significance of ARGUMENT J ERROR as an implementation-independent indicator of mathematica l domain violation . Raising a different exception was also considered, but in the end the committee though t that most users would prefer continuation with a result that falls short of the accuracy requirements by a know n amount to no result at all .
What is the role of the range definitions ?
Range definitions (or restrictions) are included with some of the functions for several reasons . In the cas e of functions that are mathematically rnultivalued, they serve to define the principal range for the implementation , enabling it to be single-valued without ambiguity . In other cases, they impose highly desirable and easily achieve d numerical constraints on the results-constraints that do not automatically follow from the maximum-relative-erro r requirements . In this latter context, they behave like additional prescribed results (in the form of an inequality , rather than an equality) . And like prescribed results, range limits are sometimes given by values that cannot b e computed exactly . In analogy to the meaning of prescribed results, the proposed standard defines the meaning o f range limits like this : When a range limit is a safe number, the implementation must not exceed it ; when it is not, the implementation may exceed it, but it may not exceed the next safe number beyond the range limit in th e direction away from the interior of the range . The required behavior can be achieved without difficulty, even i n portable implementations . (For more on range definitions, see the question on underfiow, below . )
How are exceptional conditions treated ?
Two types of exceptional condition are explicitly recognized by the proposed standard ; in each case, th e defined action is to raise an exception . Equally important, an implementation is prohibited from raising spuriou s exceptions if it is to conform to the standard .
The first type of exceptional condition under which an implementation is allowed to raise an exception instea d of delivering a result occurs when the arguments of one of the elementary functions are such that its mathematica l result is not defined-in other words, when its arguments are invalid . A familiar example, given that arguments and results in this package are restricted to the real domain (as opposed to the complex domain), is an attempt t o compute the square root of a negative number. The validity or invalidity of arguments is completely defined b y the "domain definitions" included with the description of each function in the proposed standard .
When faced with invalid arguments, an implementation is not merely allowed to raise an exception ; it i s required to do so . The standard prescribes the raising of the ARGUMENT_ERROR exception, which it defines an d reserves for this situation .
The validity of given arguments is never influenced by hardware properties ; if ARGUMENT_ERROR is raised by a function for certain arguments in one implementation, it will be raised for those arguments in any implementation . Argument validity can reliably be established by inspection of the arguments, that is, by subjecting them t o appropriate tests . While it will usually be most convenient for an implementation to check for argument validity before attempting to compute a result, other strategies may be possible and appropriate in some cases .
The second type of exceptional condition under which an implementation is allowed to raise an exceptio n instead of delivering a result occurs when the mathematical result is well defined for the given arguments bu t something else (from among a limited list of things) unavoidably stands in the way of actually delivering tha t result . There are in fact three misfortunes that can befall an implementation, interfering with its ability to delive r a numerical result that is close enough to the mathematical result to satisfy the accuracy requirements :
It may happen that the given arguments fail to satisfy range constraints inherent in the user's generi c actual subtype, or that the function's computed result fails to satisfy those constraints . Volume XI, Number 7 It may happen that the function that is invoked is unable to obtain the storage it needs to perform th e requested computation . It may happen that the computed result is so large, in magnitude, that it exceeds the hardware' s representational capabilities-i .e ., it overflows .
The first of these misfortunes can occur during any parameter association or on any function return ; it is no t peculiar to the functions in this package. It is a fact of life of Ada, calling for the raising of the CONSTRAINT_ERRO R exception at the place of the call when it occurs during a parameter association, or at the place of the return statemen t when it occurs during a function return . In the former case the function is never entered, so clearly a numerical resul t cannot be delivered . In the latter case the function has computed an appropriate numerical result and has attempte d to deliver it but has failed, because of the range constraints that the user has imposed on the arguments and result s of all the elementary functions . In marginal cases, other (slightly different) results might have been produced tha t do satisfy the range constraints while still satisfying the accuracy requirements, but it is not highly likely . So, fo r all practical purposes, it may be assumed that it is just not possible to deliver a satisfactory numerical result . Th e proposed standard for GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS, by allowing CONSTRAINT_ERROR to be raised naturall y when this misfortune occurs, does not impose any special design requirements on implementations . Indeed, in th e case of parameter associations, there is nothing else that it could do .
The second of the three misfortunes can occur during any subprogram invocation, or during the elaboratio n of a subprogram's declarative part just after its invocation ; it, too, is not peculiar to the functions in this package . Thus it, too, is a fact of life of Ada, calling for the raising of the STORAGE_ERROR exception at the place o f the call (for all practical purposes) when it occurs for either of these reasons . Clearly, it is just not possible to deliver a numerical result, since the function either has never been entered or has not finished elaboratin g its declarative part . Since storage requirements for elementary function implementations (of scalar arguments ) are modest, it is highly likely that the application was running near the limit of available storage at the poin t where the elementary function was invoked, and that it is merely an accident that the raising of STORAGE_ERRO R occurred there instead of somewhere else . The proposed standard for GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS, b y allowing STORAGE_ERROR to be raised naturally when this misfortune occurs, does not impose any special desig n requirements on implementations . Indeed, since a handler for STORAGE_ERROR established by the function wil l not be entered in the cases described above, there is nothing else that it could do . (STORAGE_ERROR can also b e raised by evaluation of an allocator in the sequence of statements of the function's body . Although in that cas e the propagation of the exception to the caller is not inevitable, it seemed hardly practical or appropriate for th e proposed standard to distinguish that case from the earlier ones . )
The last of the three misfortunes, a computed result whose magnitude is so big that it cannot be represente d in the hardware, is commonly called overflow . Since the overflow threshold is a hardware property, exactl y which results are "too big" cannot be predicted with certainty without reference to the hardware . The model o f real arithmetic in Ada allows one to say with certainty, however, that a computed result whose absolute valu e is less than or equal to FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE is always capable of being represented . Thus it is reasonabl e to insist that, whenever all possible results permitted by the accuracy requirements are less than or equal t o FLOAT_TYPE SAFE_LARGE in absolute value, the implementation must deliver one of them (if it does not suffer on e of the earlier misfortunes) . On the other hand, if any result permitted by the accuracy requirements would excee d FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE in absolute value, then it is possible that that result is the one that the implementatio n might try to compute, and that it would also exceed the hardware's overflow threshold . Thus, whenever any resul t permitted by the accuracy requirements exceeds FLOAT_TYPE SAFE_LARGE in absolute value, an implementation is permitted to signal overflow instead of delivering a result . That does not mean that it must, of course ; the actual result that it computes could be some other permitted result that does not exceed FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE in absolute value-and therefore does not exceed the hardware's overflow threshold-or it could be one that doe s exceed FLOAT_TYPE SAFE_LARGE but still does not exceed the hardware's overflow threshold . By the same token , the fact that some of the permitted results do not exceed FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE in absolute value does not oblige the implementation to deliver a result in the case that others do exceed it . This is the rationale for th e variety of behaviors that an implementation is allowed to exhibit in the vicinity of the overflow threshold .
If overflow needs to be signaled, the proposed standard calls for that to be done in the way that Ad a mandates for its predefined operators-i .e ., by raising NUMERIC_ERROR (which is changed to CONSTRAINT_ERROR by AI-00387) . Volume XI, Number
Implementors have a choice of ways to deal with possible overflows in the final result . On the one hand , implementors can use a predictive technique-that is, examine the arguments before using them to comput e the result and raise the appropriate exception (by a "raise" statement) if one of the permitted results (i .e . , any value differing from the mathematical result by no more than the maximum relative error) would excee d FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE in absolute value . Or, implementors can omit the argument prescreening and just g o ahead and compute, relying on the hardware to detect and signal in the natural way an overflow in the fina l result-or an overflow (or other exceptional condition) that presages overflow in the final result, even though i t may occur well before the final step in the process of obtaining that result . The latter technique entails a more sophisticated analysis on the part of the implementor, who must be certain that extreme arguments do not violate some implicit assumption of the algorithm, causing it to misbehave and leading to an unacceptable numerical resul t rather than to overflow, but that extra effort is usually rewarded by a marginally more efficient and useful product .
Recall that, whenever all possible results permitted by the accuracy requirements are less than or equal t o FLOAT_TYPE' SAFE_LARGE in absolute value, the implementation must deliver one of them (if it does not suffe r one of the earlier misfortunes) . Through that provision the proposed standard imposes on implementors th e responsibility of ensuring either that their chosen algorithm does not inadvertently overflow (or suffer some othe r numerical exception) in the calculation of an intermediate result or that, if it does, it handles the exception locall y and goes on to compute and deliver an acceptable result . To conform to this standard, an implementation canno t be so naive that it raises spurious exceptions .
The three "misfortunes" described above share two characteristics : (1) they are not peculiar to the elementar y functions and can indeed occur in many places in arbitrary Ada programs, and (2) Ada provides predefine d exceptions to be used to signal their occurrence . It seemed inappropriate for this standard to distinguish thei r occurrence in the context of the elementary functions by prescribing the raising of a new exception (a possibilit y that was considered) ; it would not have been possible to do so uniformly and consistently, in any case .
In fact, consideration was even given to carrying the preceding decision to its extreme, viz ., to dispensing with the ARGUMENT_ERROR exception and instead prescribing the raising of CONSTRAINT_ERROR for invalid arguments , on the grounds that an invalid argument represents the violation of a constraint in the broad sense of the term . While that treatment of invalid arguments would parallel the handling of division by zero (which originally raise d NUMERIC_ERROR, but under the influence of AI-00387 now raises CONSTRAINT_ERROR), it was felt that prescribin g the use of a new exception to report exceptional conditions uniquely related to the functionality of this package , following the precedent set by the predefined I/O packages, was more useful to the application programmer .
The name ARGUMENT_ERROR exported by instantiations of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS is a renaming of the exception of the same name declared in the package ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS_EXCEPTIONS, whos e specification is also contained in this proposed standard . Therefore, multiple instantiations, should they be neede d in the same application, do not give rise to multiple ARGUMENT_ERROR exceptions . Thus it is not necessary to establish a handler for multiple instances of this exception ; one handler suffices for all the instantiations . Unfortunately, this convenience is partially offset by the fact that the name ARGUMENT_ERROR will not be directly visible in the case of multiple instantiations, and an expanded name will have to be used . The alternativ e of not exporting the name ARGUMENT_ERROR from instantiations, and requiring the user to "with" and "use " ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS_EXCEPTIONS to gain direct visibility of the name ARGUMENT_ERROR, was considered , but it was rejected on the grounds that the present proposal is more convenient for the user when there is only on e instantiation, as is expected to be the common case . The precedent set by the exporting of renamed exception s by some of the predefined I/O packages, which unfortunately suffer from the same name-visibility problem, als o figured in this decision .
If overflow is signaled by an exception, why isn't underflow so signaled ?
The proposed standard does not call for the raising of an exception upon underflow primarily because o f the precedent set by Ada, which does not have a predefined exception for underflow . In fact, underflow is no t considered an exceptional condition by Ada, by virtue of the fact that the interval between zero and T SAFE_SMAL L (for any real subtype T) is a normal safe interval . This treatment by Ada is consonant both with the returnin g of "denormalized numbers" by hardware obeying the IEEE standards for floating-point arithmetic and with th e classical recovery from hardware underflow, namely, flushing to zero . Volume XI, Number 7
The possibility of underflow and, in particular, flushing to zero, introduces the chance that the compute d result of some of the elementary functions might be 0 .0 even though 0 .0 is not in their mathematical range fo r any finite argument . For example, EXP of an extremely negative argument might underflow to 0 .0, even thoug h e x cannot mathematically be exactly zero for any finite X . Similarly, X**Y can underflow to 0 .0 for positiv e X and extremely negative Y, even though mathematically X Y cannot be exactly zero for any finite Y (when X i s nonzero) . Another disadvantage of flushing to zero is that it fails to satisfy small-relative-error requirements . For these reasons, an earlier version of the proposed standard actually called for the raising of an exception, rathe r than returning zero, in underflow situations-for those functions whose mathematical range does not include zero . That was abandoned, however, because it would have been too radical a departure from common practice, not to mention inconsistent with Ada's handling of the predefined operators .
The proposed standard substitutes a small-absolute-error requirement for the small-relative-error requiremen t in underflow situations (where the latter is unsatisfiable) . Furthermore, the range definitions in the propose d standard include asymptotic limits . Their inclusion not only legalizes the returning of 0 .0 in the cases describe d above, but also legalizes the returning of h 1 .0 in the case of sufficiently extreme arguments to TANH or COTH ; thi s is desirable because, even though there is no finite X for which the hyperbolic tangent or cotangent of X is exactl y +1 .o or -1 .0, these values may be closer to the mathematical result than any other representable number .
Why does O.0**O.® raise ARGUMENT ERROR ?
The point x = Y = 0 . 0 is excluded from the domain of X**Y because it is not possible to assign a unique valu e to the result, or to pick a conventional value that is suitable for all applications . Essentially, this acknowledge s the fact that the limiting value of X Y as both X and Y approach 0 .0 depends on exactly how X and Y approach 0 .0 .
The committee considered defining the result of 0 .0**0 .0 in this standard to be 1 .0, as advocated by som e numerical analysts [19] ; this would have had the virtue of agreeing with the predefined "**" operator (whose righ t operand has type INTEGER) . However, the committee defended its decision on the grounds that exponentiatio n by an integer and exponentiation by a real number are two different functions, as reflected in their conventional definitions (in terms of repeated multiplication in the former case, and exponentials and logarithms in the latter) .
The consequences of the committee's decision (regardless of which way it went, ultimately) were softene d by the realization that individual programmers could easily enough obtain any other behavior required by thei r application by putting an appropriate shell around "**" . Thus, in the final analysis, the committee focused o n what seemed most desirable for the default behavior of 0 .0**0 .0, and it concluded that the most conservativ e and safest choice was the most desirable . The decision to raise ARGUMENT_ERROR was deemed to provide the safest default behavior because, in those rare applications in which 0 .0**0 .0 actually could arise, the raising o f ARGUMENT_ERROR forces the programmer to think about the mathematics of the application .
The alternative philosophy, that of providing a numerical result (like 1 .0) by convention, on the ground s that it is desirable for at least some applications, is appropriate for a language lacking exceptions and exceptio n handlers, especially when it is backed up by something like a "sticky" flag to allow detection of the case when i t occurs but is not desired (without imposing an undue cost on the user when it is desired) ; it is much more in th e conservative style and culture of Ada, however, not to impose particular programming disciplines on users and t o provide only minimal and safe capabilities out of which the user can fashion whatever discipline is appropriate .
How are portable implementations of GENERIC ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS accommodated ?
Two kinds of implementations of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS are envisioned . On the one hand , vendors of Ada compilers for specific hardware might have an interest in producing tailored implementations o f GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS for that hardware ; for such implementations, portability is not a concern, an d major portions of those implementations might not even be written in Ada . On the other hand, independent softwar e producers could have an interest in developing a single implementation of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTION S that is portable to a wide variety of different machines and Ada systems . While both kinds are allowed by the specifications, portable implementations-understandably the more challenging of the two-are affected by certai n special considerations that do not apply to tailored ones (but they also benefit from some mild concessions, lik e the ones inherent in the treatment of prescribed results or range limits that are not safe numbers) .
It is highly unlikely that an implementation of GENERIC_.ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS can be rendered in Ada s o as to be portable without qualification to all implementations of Ada . Typically, implementations intended to be portable are not absolutely portable, but are portable only with certain qualifications stemming from assumption s built into the code . Some examples of assumptions that simplify and circumscribe the design of an implementatio n of the elementary functions are the following :
• It might be assumed (i .e ., required) that FLOAT_TYPE' MACHINE_RADIX is 2 or 16, and not some othe r number .
• It might be assumed that multiplication or division by a power of the machine radix is exact.
▪ It might be assumed that SYSTEM .MAX_DIGITS falls within some particular range of values . Assumptions are always avoidable, or at least capable of being weakened, but the amount of effort require d to do so may be more than the implementor can justify .
As long as "portable" implementations embody assumptions, there is a risk that they will fail in unpredictabl e ways when used in an unintended environment (where the assumptions may not hold) . The proposed standard addresses this risk in three ways . First of all, it requires that the assumptions be clearly documented, enablin g potential users of an implementation to evaluate its suitability in their environment . Secondly, it does not define the behavior of an implementation whose assumptions are violated, thereby giving implementors total freedo m to opt either for speed (by ignoring the possibility of such violations) or for robustness (by detecting them an d responding-predictably-in ways of their choice) . (For example, an implementation might raise PROGRAM L ERROR , or some other exception, upon detecting a violation of its assumptions .) Finally, the proposed standard adopts the convention that implementations whose assumptions are violated in some environment are not in conformance wit h the standard in that environment . This last point is intended to discourage highly restricted (partial) implementation s from absolving themselves in the guise of portability . It is not enough to be portable ; an implementation mus t also be useful, and usefulness is measured by the number of environments in which it is conforming.
It is sufficient for a non-portable implementation (one intended for a single environment) to document it s assumptions as "intended for use only in the [name of the environment] environment . "
What role do "signed zeros" and infinities play in the elementary functions ?
One of the features of the IEEE standards for floating-point arithmetic is that the value zero is not automaticall y canonicalized with the conventional plus sign ; it is thus capable of acquiring either algebraic sign . The prescribed sign of a zero result depends on context-the operation, the operands, the "rounding mode," etc .-and the rule s are spelled out in the IEEE floating-point standards for the operations covered by them . In particular, a zer o arising from underflow when traps are disabled preserves the sign of the result that underflowed ; this rule an d others reveal that signed zeros behave in many contexts like correctly signed infinitesimal quantities .
The IEEE floating-point standards address both the determination of the sign of a zero result when it i s generated and the use of the sign of a zero operand when it is consumed . Any software standard that wishes t o build upon and be consistent with the IEEE floating-point standards should address the same two points in relatio n to the extended "operations " that it provides, and the elementary functions standard is no exception . At the sam e time, support for signed zeros must not be a mandatory feature, since IEEE arithmetic is not universally available .
The handling of signed zeros in the proposed elementary functions standard came under consideration relatively late (after Draft 1 .1, which means after approval by WG9) ; it was prompted by ongoing discussion s concerning the development of an IEEE binding for Ada [5] . One of the topics of discussion has been the divisio n of responsibility : how much of the treatment of signed zeros should be written into the elementary function s standard (and related standards), and how much should be written into the IEEE binding? Placing the treatmen t of signed zeros close to the functions affected has the advantage that it can be easily tailored to the requirement s of the individual functions and the disadvantage that consistency of treatment among a family of related standard s is difficult to ensure . Placing their treatment only in the IEEE binding has the complementary advantages an d disadvantages, together with a few additional advantages : the optional nature of the handling of signed zeros i n secondary standards like the elementary functions standard can be tied more readily to the availability of IEE E arithmetic, and the secondary standards themselves can remain relatively uncluttered . Since the issue is ultimatel y more a matter of implementation guidelines than of definition, it is reasonable to expect the WG9 Uniformit y Rapporteur Group (URG) to have the final word on it . Volume XI, Number 7
The compromise approach followed in the elementary functions standard is as low-key as it could reasonabl y be made. Since a precise definition of what comprises the ability to represent and discriminate between positivel y and negatively signed zeros was judged to be beyond the scope of the elementary functions standard (for example , it is not clear that such an ability should be tied too closely to the availability of full IEEE arithmetic), support for signed zeros by implementations of the standard was left strictly optional, even when the underlying capability ca n reasonably be said to be available . Furthermore, it has been left to other documents (such as the IEEE binding o r a report of the URG) to specify in the future the sign of each possible zero result and the conditions upon which the sign depends . Such information would constitute a refinement of the zero results prescribed or implied by the elementary functions standard and would not in any way conflict with them .
The one place, however, where signed zeros do int r ude into the elementary functions standard is in certai n prescribed results from ARCTAN and ARCCOT . As an example, consider ARCTAN(Y, X) when Y is zero and X i s negative . In this case, the point (X, Y) is on the axis separating quadrants II and III, so the corresponding angl e is either it or -r . To make the function single-valued, drafts of the standard prior to Draft 1 .2 prescribed thi s result to be (by convention) it . However, if one chooses to take the sign of Y into account and to interpret signe d zeros as signed infinitesimals (on the assumption that they arise from underflow), then it is appropriate to prescrib e the result to be it when the sign is positive and -r when it is negative . Because that would be in conflict with the result prescribed in earlier drafts, the result prescribed in Draft 1 .2 for ARCTAN(Y, X) when Y is zero and X is negative was loosened to ±r . The choice between -r and it depends on whether signed zeros are bein g supported and, if they are, on the sign of Y ; in the latter case, the appropriate interpretation of the result is the limit of ARCTAN(e, X), for negative X, as e approaches zero, which depends on the sign of e, or equivalently on the quadrant from which the axis separating quadrants II and III is approached . Of course, similar consideration s apply to ARCCOT and to the versions of both that include a CYCLE parameter ; the standard requires that they b e handled consistently . This treatment of signed zeros recognizes the variety of opinions on their utility ; thus, i t covers not only the architectu ral variations in the ability to support them, but also the implementor's preference s when architectural limitations are not a factor .
Detecting the sign of zero is not accomplished easily in Ada, since in IEEE arithmetic the sign of zero has no bearing on the outcome of comparison operations . One technique, which hinges on a few reasonable assumptions , involves looking at the bit pattern of a value that compares equal to zero and asking whether it matches tha t of plus zero or that of minus zero . The bit patterns are obtained with the help of UNCHECKED_CONVERSION , while a negative zero is obtained, at least on IEEE hardware, by computing a negative result that underfiows . (Whether the underlying implementation generates negative zeros in this context can be determined by forcin g both positive and negative underflows and comparing the bit patterns of the two resulting zeros .) Devious tricks such as this can be avoided by relying instead on a specific function, COPY_SIGN, from the proposed GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_FUNCTIONS package [18] . COPY_SIGN(VALUE, SIGN) is defined to yield a result havin g the magnitude of VALUE and the sign of SIGN (even when SIGN is zero) . COPY_SIGN may itself be implemented in terms of the technique described above, but since implementations of GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_FUNCTIONS wil l commonly be tailored to the underlying hardware, it is more likely to be implemented in assembler languag e or C so as to exploit knowledge of the hardware in the most efficient way . While COPY_SIGN can be used i n GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS to determine whether a zero is a positive zero or a negative zero, in practic e that question need not be asked directly . For example, the prescribed results for ARCTAN, including the one discussed above, might be produced by code like the following : An implementor of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS who wishes to avoid signed zeros entirely, even when the y are available, can do so merely by substituting "return PI ; " for the statement marked (*) and "return 0 .0 ; " for that marked (**) . 4 Like ARCTAN and ARCCOT in GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS,COPY_SIGN in GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_FUNC -TIONS has a behavior that depends in one case on the sign of a zero argument . For the sake of uniformity, implementations of the latter are also allowed to forego the recognition of signed zeros, in which case COPY_SIGN mus t return IVALUEI when SIGN is zero . Thus, unless one knows something about the behavior of the implementation o f GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_FUNCTIONS at hand, its use in an implementation of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS i s no guarantee that the latter will observe signed zeros in environments having that capability. Implementations of both of the packages discussed here are required to document their behavior with respect to signed zeros . Thus, an implementation of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS might document that it does not observe signed zeros-even in environments having the capability-or that it does observe signed zeros in environments having the capability or that it inherits its behavior from other facilities that it uses (e .g ., from GENERIC_PRIMITIVE_FUNCTIONS) . Other software built on top of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS has the same choices .
Signed zeros are naturally related to another feature of IEEE arithmetic-namely, (signed) infinities . Infinities arise in IEEE arithmetic, when traps are disabled, as a result of overflow and upon division by zero . The propose d IEEE binding [5] introduces infinities into Ada by specifying that the MACHINE_OVERFLOWS attribute will be FALS E in implementations conforming to the binding, which allows them to deliver an infinity instead of raising a n exception when overflow occurs (and also when division by zero occurs, though this might require a clarification) . GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS is well poised to exploit infinities in cases of overflow, if and when the y are introduced by an IEEE binding . For example, in the context of an IEEE binding, no changes are necessary in GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS to allow EXP to deliver an infinity when it receives a sufficiently larg e argument, instead of raising an exception to signal overflow . Similarly, TAN and COT can deliver an infinity , instead of raising an exception to signal overflow, for arguments near their poles . However, prior to Draft 1 . 2 of the proposed standard, the machine-representable poles of functions (i .e., the machine-representable argument s for which the corresponding mathematical functions are infinite) were technically and formally excluded fro m the domains of the functions, which meant that an implementation must raise ARGUMENT_ERROR at the poles . This requirement was viewed as interfering with the ability to deliver an infinity at a pole, in the context o f an IEEE binding. Accordingly, in Draft 1 .2 the poles of functions were formally included in their domain , so that ARGUMENT_ERROR would no longer be raised there, and it was specified that the exception used b y Ada for signaling division by zero would be raised instead at poles . Thus, the net effect of this change was merely to substitute one exception for another. In addition to facilitating the exploitation of infinities b y GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS, if and when they are introduced by an IEEE binding, the change results i n uniform behavior of functions both near poles and at poles, since the exception Ada uses for signaling divisio n by zero is the same as the one it uses for signaling overflow . 5 This uniformity of behavior-that is, the raising o f the same exception both near and at poles, rather than different exceptions-is appealing because it emphasize s the similarities in these two cases, rather than their differences (which might in fact stem from nothing more tha n certain machine dependences) . 6 
Why is a package of mathematical constants not included in this standard ?
A package of useful mathematical constants containing values for 7r, e, and many other things is an obvious candidate for inclusion in a numerical standard . While it would do little to increase the portability of numerical software (after all, one can look up values for these constants easily enough and write them as literals in programs , preferably in declarations of named numbers), such a package would-by eliminating the likelihood of transcriptio n errors-potentially have a beneficial effect on the reliability of applications . Indeed, during the development of the GENERIC o ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS standard, the committee had numerous requests to include such a package an d numerous suggestions for its contents . There was, at one time, an even more important reason for including it : unti l the decision was made to accommodate arbitrary periods in the trigonometric functions by subprogram overloadin g instead of by optional parameters with default values, the specification for GENERIC_ELEMENTARY,EUNCTION S itself had a need to incorporate values for 2ir and e, and it would have been important to allow that specificatio n and the user's application to obtain them from the same source .
The specification in its final form does not have a need for those values . Nevertheless, that is not the reason for the absence of a package of mathematical constants in this standard ; it is merely an explanation for why th e specification of GENERIC_ELEMENTARY_FUNCTIONS can get by without one . The committee, in fact, early invested considerable effort towards the inclusion of such a package . The problem that it faced was in determining where to draw the line on its contents . When it became clear that no consensus was likely to be reached in a reasonable amount of time, the committee decided to defer consideration of a package of mathematical constants until som e future time rather than risk delaying the development of the elementary functions standard unnecessarily .
Conclusions; a look at the future
The proposed elementary functions standard satisfies one part of Work Item JTC1 .22 .10 .02 ("Standardizatio n of Ada Numeric Packages"), assigned to the WG9 Numerics Rapporteur Group . Though it will significantl y improve the prospects of portability for engineering and scientific applications written in Ada, much more i s needed ; accordingly, other standards are being developed in response to the remaining parts of the work item . Reference has already been made to the need for, and development of, a standardized generic package of floatingpoint manipulation functions, and to a package of mathematical constants . In addition to those, the people who hav e worked together on the elementary functions standard are now working on proposals for complex arithmetic an d complex elementary functions, for vector and matrix routines, and for random-number generators . These efforts , whose motivation comes partly from the consensus of support already exhibited for the proposed elementary functions standard, can be expected to reach fruition in the next few years .
The focus on Ada numerics associated with these ongoing standardization activities is also fostering severa l research endeavors . One line of research growing out of this effort involves the development of testing strategie s and algorithms that can be used to validate the conformance of implementations of the proposed standard . Suc h methods are under development at several locations, including ANL [24] , NAG, CWI [2] , and Westinghouse [23] ; the work at NAG [8] also encompasses methods for checking that the underlying floating-point arithmetic o f the host system conforms to the Ada standard . Other research in progress is aimed at using automated progra m verification techniques to prove accuracy claims for Ada floating-point programs . These research activities, taken together with the standardization efforts, will enhance both the theoretical and the practical aspects of Ada numerics .
5The exceptional condition at poles is described as an occurrence of division by zero, rather than of overflow, because experience ha s shown that natural algorithms actually do cause a division by zero at poles . Note that it is possible to use the facilities of the proposed IEE E binding to establish different handlers for division by zero and for overflow . 6 The computation of an argument that, on one machine, yields a value near a pole of the function being called might, on another machin e (having a different word length or different rounding behavior), yield a value that coincides with the pole.
